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All narrative describes the unfolding of events through 

time, whether that time is the time of the world of myth, or 

whether it is the time of personal experience recollected and 

transformed. This implies a relationship between the relative 

speed of passage of these events as they are expressed through 

language, and some absolute scale of time. for example, five 

events may be consecutively narrated which take place in a 

single minute, and then another five which take place over the 

course of a whole day. Such a relationship includes notions 

of the sequentiality or simultaneity of these events with res

pect to each other. Neither of these are simple ideas when 

examined: they depend on the possibility of determining when 

one event ends and the next begins, which in turn depends upon 

a definition of "event." Does each verb in the narrative des

cribe an "event?" Or only the verbs in independent clauses? 

Or can two verbs even in consecutive independent clauses be 

two aspects of, two ways of describing the same event? If the 

latter, the actions these two verbs describe do.not have any 

clear relationship in time with each other, either simultaneity 
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or sequentiality. Furthermore, events do not simply unfold 

in a narrative, they are motivated, they involve different 

actors and are concerned with different topics, which may mod

ify these purely temporal ideas. 

All narrative traditions must have Bome way in which 

these ideas are understood, whether they are encoded in lan

guage or are part of the rules for interpretation. Linguistic 

methods for expressing these ideas vary, including time words, 

discourse particles, aspect markers, and so on. In Kwakw'ala 

these ideas are expressed through an elaborate system of dis

course marking, which centers around the deictic verbal forms 

I am calling "auxiliaries." De ixis has been cons ide red as 

that grammatical category which relates in terms of time and 

place the narrated events with the speech event. In a language 

which commonly uses demonstrative pronouns and trans- and cis

locative verbal forms, we might expect that this is among 

their functions. But in Kwakw'ala narrative, the relating of 

narrated to speech events is accomplished in obligatory gramm

atical operations, through case/person markers; on the other 

hand, deictic words - these deictic auxiliaries - relate predi

cations in the discourse, events in the narration, to each 

other, temporally, spatially, topically. 

This system of discourse marking was not described as such 

by Boas. He did describe the various members of the lexical 

category of auxiliary, calling them "emphatic verbal pronouns," 
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-auxiliaries,- -intransitive- or -adverbial" verbs, but viewed 

them only from the perspective of grammar and syntax (Boas 

1947:257-9,281). While recognizing the presence of -coor-

dinate constructions- in .. connected discourse" (Ql!. cit.. 281), 

he did not explore the possibility that variation in the initial 

members of these constructions, the class of words I am calling 

auxiliaries, might actually shape and regulate that discourse. 

In this paper I will examine the ways in which these 

auxiliaries are patterned in discourse, expressing ideas about 

time, location, and topic. The data are taken from two myth 

texts, "Mink and the Sun" (Boas and Hunt 1906.80-88), and 

"Mink marries Kelp" (Boas 1910:127-8), and a personal narrative 

with a short explanatory discourse about owls (by George Hunt, 

in Boas 1930, vol. 1:252-6 and vol. 2: 257-60). 

The paper is divided into three parts. The first sketches 

the outline of relevant features of Kwakw'ala grammar, syntax, 

and discourse, and looks at the syntactic role of auxiliaries. 

The second part describes the most important individual auxi-

liaries and their meaning in discourse. The third part examines 

the ways in which these auxiliaries work with the aspect and 

connective suffixes they bear. 

I 

Kwakw'ala narrative is divided into groups of clauses by 

the particle Iw(/, "well," which signals a minimum discourse 

r 
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unit. 1 These IWE/-units group together in tightly controlled 

semantic patterns, "couplets" and "stanzas,- which in turn 

combine in patterns to form the major units of a narrative, 

"scenes." Scenes are signalled by changes in setting (time 

and place); changes in topic and focus; and changes in the speed 

of the passage of events. There are sometimes changes of these 

within scenes, but these are of a far smaller magnitude and 

usually involve only oneor two of these variables. 

Each lWEI-unit contains at least one main clause, and 

often has one or more subordinate clauses following the main 

clause. There may also be more than one main clause in a IWE/
unit. 2 

1. WE, IE? ~ix ga~en 

"~a, gwftelabidu?, tmga? qwfde!V' 

Hfem wali ~ldemas 

l~as yaq'egali ~alas~en h!lanem Nemgis begwanem. 

WE, Ie? ~fka ... 

"Well, now (he) said to me 
'oh, you little Northerner, get out of here! ' 

And then his words stopped 
(when) now Walas, my hired Nemgis man, began to 

speak. 
Well, now (he) said ... " 

The initial clause in a discourse begins without a lWEI 
and always has a simple verb,J 



2. DlI;,:;ad'laida 
NAME-q-)sub 

v 
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tS'edaqas Hada*a 
WOMAN -)0 b I HADAlfA 

s OBL 

,,( There was), they say, a woman named Hada*a." 

~(,O 

Such a clause has the order Verb-Subject-Object-Oblique, 

though not all positions are likely to be filled at anyone 

time. After this introduction, as Boas noted (19471281), the 

verbs of nearly all clauses are accompanied by auxiliaries. 

These clauses have the order Auxiliary-Subject-Verb-Object. etc.: 

la'lai 
/ 

lrtIengwatsa b!lbagwemi J. WE, Hada*a 
WELL GO-q HADAWA HAVE-CHILD- BOY 

-Jsub Jobl 

AUX S V OBL 

"Well, now, they say, Hada*a had a child, a boy." 

In some clauses the main verb is missing, and only the auxiliary 

is present, giving an Aux-Sub-Obj order. 

It was stated that nearly all clauses, main or subordinate, 

have auxiliaries. Actually, there appears to be only one type 

of verb phrase in Kwakw'ala narrative which does not regularly 

contain auxiliaries. This is among the constructions headed 

by the syntactic stem /q-/, expressing purpose, many of which 

do not contain verbs at all: ~ /qen genema/ "for the purpose 

of be ing my wife." When verbs are present, they often take a 

nominalizing suffix. ~ /qen gal£i?/ "for the purpose of my 

coming,"/gal£-/ "to come" (Qjh cit .• 274). In narrative, how-

J 
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ever, /q-/-purpose phrases often contain full clauses, with 

nouns, pronouns, and ordinary verbsl /qenu?xw ~ul£salogixenu?xw 

xwakw'ena/ "for the purpose of loading up our canoe," /-enu?xw/ 

first person exclusive, /xwakw'ena/ "canoe," etc. Neverthe-

less, nearly half of all the purpose clauses in the narratives 

contained auxiliaries I /qa~ lE nE'flakw lal£is gU'kwi/ "for the 

purpose of going home to his house," /-a~/ third person, /It/ 

"to go, now," /niha'£!Jj "return home," /lal£is gukwi/ "to his 

house" I Purpose-Subject Auxiliary Verb Indirect-object. 4 

True subordinate clauses (at least, what Boas called 

"subordinate") are formed using a series of paired subordin

ating suffixes which mark the person of the subject of the 

clause. In most subordinate clauses, the first suffix is 

attached to the governing word, the last word in the preceding 

clause, and the second is attached to the first word in the 

subordinate clause, usually the auxiliary (Qjh cit.1274, 1911: 

4. WE, la1ai flax"idJc;a gaalEl£s 
WELL GO-q- LIGHT- MORNING-

)sub inc-app sbd=Jsub 

AUX-S V 
lai dlaxw?idi Tl'iselagi'la 
GO- RISE-inc- TL' ISElAG I 'LA 
sbd )sub 

AUX V S 

"Well, now, they say, it began to be light 
(when) now TI'iselagi1a arose." 

in the morning, 
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In clauses expressing cause, however, the stem /qa-/ precedes 

the auxiliary and takes the first suffix. 

5. WE, laemlai 
WELL GO-and

q-demJ 

AUX 

qa:f.s 
C-sbd= 
Jsub 

lki noqa~as 
GOOD- MINO
Jsub Jposs 

V S 

Hadah 
HADAWA 

POSS , 
leJlJ~i ~engwatsa babagwemi 
GO-and- CHILD-have- BOY 

sbd Jobl 

AUX V OBL 
"Well, and now, they say, Hadal%a's mind was good, 

because she had a boy." 

To summarize, all clauses in Kwakw'ala narrative, except 

for purpose constructions, always take auxiliaries, and pur

pose constructions contain auxiliaries nearly half the time. 

There are several exceptions to this. Direct speech takes no 

subordinating suffixes, and the first clause of direct speech, 

like that of any discourse, generally lacks an auxiliary: /WE, 

IE? fl1ki Y€qutl' iqelasaq, "W ixentl, qa~ hfJlJaus dexemla ... " / 

"Well, now said Y(1utl'iqelas to him, 'I wish, that (for the 

purpose of) this your owl-mask ..... • /h"/ "to go, now"(auxil

iary) , /flik-/ "~o say" (verb), /-aqJ third person object, /wix-/ 

"to wish," /-entl/ first person, /qa~/ purpose with third per

son subject, /hIJlJaus/ "this, then" (auxiliary), etc. Indirect 

speech, while requiring subordinating suffixes, similarly lacks 

auxiliaries in the initial clause: / ... ga:f.aasa bagwensi ... ts'e

k'alelas, ~alasa:f.s qebelt~sai la:f. Masmets'a/ "came a visitor.,. 
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telling the news, Walas had capsized at Masmets'a," /ga~-/ "to 

come, now" (auxiliary). /bligwensi/"visitor," /ts'ek'alelas/ 

"to tell the news," /-;[,s/ subordinating suffix, third person, 

/qebeltus-/ "to capsize," I-ail subordinating suffix, etc. 

Other kinds of reported events, those heard, known, and so on, 

take the same form as indirect speech. 

Lastly, verbs of motion in both main and subordinate 

clauses are not always found with auxiliaries, though it is 

rare to find them without. This may be because some auxiliaries, 

notably /la-/ "to go, now," are used as well as concrete verbs 

of motion: this will be discussed in the next section. 

There are only three alauses out of nearly 500 which do 

not follow these rules. These are subordinate clauses expressing 

cause, beginning with /qa;[,s/, which lack auxiliaries. I have 

not found any reason for this lack. 

Let us look at the syntactic role of the auxiliaries more 

carefully. 

As was stated before, the "typical" form of a clause is 

Aux-Sub-Verb-Obj-Obl. When the subject is pronominal, it 

takes the form of a suffix attached to the auxiliary I a nom

inal subject is preceded by a deictic pre nominal case suffix 

also attached to the auxiliary. These prenominal suffixes 

distinguish the definiteness of the noun, its proximity to 

the speaker, addressee, or some thing outside the speech event, 
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and, in some forms, the visibility of a noun (19111527-5)2). 

Generally, though, when there are no other nouns present 

in a clause, the subject noun is found following the verb, 

with its prenominal form suffixed to the verb. And, although 

we have been speaking of a single auxiliary per clause, if we 

look at the texts, there is often a series of auxiliaries, a 

whole auxiliary phrase, preceding the main verb. What we now 

have is a clause with the form Aux1 -Aux 2-{Aux) ..• )-V-SI 

6. WE, 
WELL 

hlemiawis 
THEN-and
q-so-()sub) 

aiis 
JUST 

ga~ 

COME 
nE'hakwida 
RETURN

)sub 

v 

.,a,enElmtaxdi •.• 
BURY-past 

S 

"Well, and so then, they say, the mourners (buriers) had 
just returned home ... 

In cases with an auxiliary phrase when the subject precedes 

the verb, the prenominal subject marker is attached to the 

first auxiliary, separated from the subject by the other aux

iliaries. In fact, the initial auxiliary takes all the gramm-

atical machinery while the secondary suffixes are usually bare 

of any suffix at all. This initial or primary auxiliary bears 

a heavy grammatical burden, besides these pronominal and pre-

nominal suffixes, it always takes any evidential or other 

modal markers used, the most common of which is the quotative 

/-ia/ (for other evidentials see Boas 19471286), it takes any 

conjunction, like /-JII/ "and" and /-wis/ "so", it takes tense 

markers (when present, these are used on the main verb as 

I 
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well and even on nominals)I and it occasionally takes aspect 

markers (which may also be on the main verb). In short, pri-

mary auxiliaries take over most of the suffixes ordinarily 

found on simple verbs, that is to say they take over much of 

the grammatical machinery of the entire sentence. What is 

noteworthy about this is that these auxiliaries, although 

formally verbal, have little concrete meaning left. 

II 

Auxiliaries can be divided into two classes. deictic 

auxiliaries, like /la-/ "to go, now," /ga~-/ "to come, now," 

/hi-/ "that, then", and "adverbial" stems like /k'i-/ "not," 

/0-/ "just," and /wax-/ "although." Deictic auxiliaries are 

usually found in both the initial or secondary positions in 

an auxiliary phrase, adverbial stems are most often found in 

the secondary positions, although some, especially /k'i-/ 

and /0-/, are sometimes found in the initial position. 

The core of the system of discourse marking is built 

from the three most important deictic auxiliaries, /la-/ "to 

go, now," /ga~-/ "to come, now," and /hi-/ "that, then." 

One or the other of these introduces most main clauses, 

three-quarters of causal subordinate clauses, and all other 

subordinate clauses.6 In addition, they are found with five-

sixths of those purpose constructions which have auxiliaries. 

By far the most common auxiliary stem is /la-/ "to go, 
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now," repeated at the beginning of clause after clause over 

long stretches of discourse. We may take /la-/ as expressing 

the basic idea of discourse marking. In contrast, /~-/ "to 

come, now," and /hi-/ "that, then" are used sparingly, /ga!-/ 

perhaps half a dozen times in a narrative over 200 clauses 

long and /hi-/ perhaps twenty times. Let us first look at 

the ways in which /la-/ and /ga~-/ contrast. 

Both /la-/ and /ga~-/ have other functions in Kwakw'ala 

besides that of auxiliarYI as verbs proper, where they have 

the concrete meanings of "to go" and "to come" respectively, 

and, with the deictic prenominal object suffixes, as syn

tactic elements introducing indirect object phrases. /La-/ 

is used for second- and third-person indirect objects while 

/ga~-/ is used with first person, inclusive and exclusive 

indirect objects. /IE? wetle'laem l8:~a dexdexellla!s ••• / "now 

(they) hear the owL •• " /lE? / "now" auxiliary, /wetlelaem/ 

"hear" verb, /la~a/ introducing indirect object, /dexdexe

lfla~s/ "owl" indirect object, /le? ~ix ga~en/ "now (he) said 

to me," /le?/ "now" auxiliary, /~ix/ "to say" verb, /ga~en/ 

introducing indirect object with pronominal indirect object 

/-en/ "I, me." (Note that third person subject is unmarked.) 

In fact, /la-/ and /ga~-/ may function in all three roles, 

as auxiliary, verb, and introducing indirect objects, within 

a single clause. /len l~wels la,l!;en yawapsemi/ "now I went 

out of my tent," /-en/ first person subject, /-wels/ "out of." 
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/-en/ first person possessive, /yawapsemi/ "tent." 

About their use as auxiliaries Boas says only that "the 

verb /la-/'to go' has been .•• weakened ••. Nevertheless the 

feeling persists that /la-/ means a motion away from, /ga~-/ 

a motion towards the speaker" (1947.287). 

Boas was looking at Kwakw'ala syntax rather than dis

course. for auxiliary /la-/ and /ga~-/ are not weakened so 

much as serving another function, that of a discourse marker. 

nor does auxiliarY /ga~-/ mean motion towards the speaker. 

It may have been the use of these stems to introduce indirect 

object phrases which moved Boas to make this statement, how

ever. if we look at discourse it becomes clear that the ref

erence point of these auxiliaries is not actors at all, but 

the location where the action of the narrative is occurring, 

in front of a house, on the beach. in a canoe. 

/La-/ and /ga~-/ are used in descriptions of journeys 

away from and back to a location. where the perspective is 

that of a viewer at the point of originl 

WE, IB:1ai 
WELL GO-q

Jsub? 

AUX 

wene"mt' i tse'lta 
BURY-inc

pass 

V 

WE, hfem1awis "lis ga,l!; 
WELL THEN-and- JUST COME 

q-so 

AUX 1 AUX 2 AUX J 

bB:bagwemxdi. 
BOY-past 

S 
n(iIakwida wene"mtaxdi 
RETURN- BURY-past 

Jsub 

V S 
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l:{i h{udi la*enemxdEcs H~da*a. 
GO- FAINT- HUSBAND- HADAIfA 
sbd )sub past-Jposs 

AUX V S POSS 
"Well, now, they say, the dead boy was buried. 
Well, and so then, they say, the buriers had just 

returned home 
(when) now Hada*a's husband fainted." 

The setting of this example, the place where the action 

before and after the funeral occurs, is Crooked Beach, the 

village of the myth people\ and the funeral, the trip away 

from and back to Crooked Beach, is described from the point 

of view of someone remaining there. 

This is true even when the narrative is a personal one 

and the journey is described in first person. The following 

example is taken from a narrative which begins as the narrator 

sets off from Fort Rupert. 

8. WE, k'{s~isi? 
WELL NOT-and

so-dem 

W( , 
WELL 

AUX 

Ie It 
GO
sbd 

AUX 

lxala qall 
APPROACH P

Jsub 

dza'qweKganu?xw 
EVENING-sbd= 

excl=sub 

V 

lagaa lax 
GO- GO".: 
reach Jobj 

V 

ganutlanu?xw 
NIGHT-excl= 

sub 

10 

PURPOSE 

Udzolasi 
UDZOLAS-

dem 

hllc "ganu? xw 
STAY-sbd= 

excl=sub 

(AUX) V 

ga.1Sik 
COME

sbd 

AUX 

ytilx? id 
DRIFT

inc 

v 
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laxa 
GO".: 
Jobj 

waxa 
WATER

app 

We, o~isenu?xw 
WELL JUST-and

so-excl=sub 

TO 

taudultudex 
BRING-Jobr 

lax 
GO".: 
Jobj 

WE:, 
WELL 

AUX v 

, . 
ga.1S 1 
COME
sbd? 

h ir'llikwe la 
THERE-con 

AUX 1 AUX 2 

k' {s~isi? {xala 
NOT-and- APPROACH 

so-dem 

AUX V 

g~.1Sik gaK'atlela 
COME- COME-

sbd suddenly 

AUX V 

OBJ 
Xwelkwa.1Sganu?xw 
XWELKW-sbd=excl=sub 

10 

n~nagwefla'kwela. 
RETURN-con 

V 

qall dzaqweKganu?xw 
P- EVENING-sbd= 
Jsub excl-sub 

PURPOSE 
lax Tmlxisi. 
GO".: TSAXIS-
Jobj dem 

TO 

"Well, and so it had not approached evening 
\when) now we reached Udzolas. 

Well two nights we stayed. 
(when) now we began to come drifting down in the morning. 

Well, and so we just brought talas (ashore) to Xwelkw, 
(when) now we kept on coming back. 

Well, and so it had not approached evening 
(when) now we came suddenly back to Tsaxis (Fort 

Rupert). ,. 

This is told as if the narrator were at Fort Rupert watching 

himself return. In another example, earlier in this narrative, 
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a man trying to be hired as a guide describes the journey in 

prospect. "My fee is one dollar," he says, 

9. " ... qanu? xw lal 
CDT-excl= GO-

sub fut 

-S AUX 
dIu" qu" 

ft{xElal 
GO =UPSTREAM?

fut 

V 

ga~tl yulaudetl 
AND CDT= COME- DRIFT-fut 

)sub fut 

-S AUX V 

..... if (for When) we go up 
and if (when) it comes drifting 

ga~en." 
GOME-

10bj 

10 

down to me. " 

The journey is described from the perspective of the speaker 

at the moment of the speech event. Although the journey is 

a future one, the travellers will return (/ga~-/) to the 

place of the speech event in which he describes it, as if to 

himself, /ga~en/ "to me." Since the speaker will be in the 

canoe, himself returning to that place, the reference point 

of /la-/ and /ga~-/ is the place, not the speaker, even in 

the indirect object phrase. 

The idea of motion away from or towards a reference 

point is, I think, the fundamental meaning of /la-/ and 

/ga~-/. However, in discourse /ga~-/ assumes a more spe

cialized function. 

The basic structure of these narratives (and of many 

other Kwakw'ala narratives), personal and mythical, is that 

of a journey on which the events of the narrative occur, 
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followed by a return home. The plot of "Mink and the Sun" 

is of Mink's journey to the upper world and his unceremonious 

ejection from it. Hunt's narrative is of a journey from Fort 

Rupert to Udzolas and back, although the subject matter is 

essentially the events at Xwelkw, an intermediate stop. 

(in the shorter myth, "Mink marries Kelp," the journey is to 

the sea bottom and back, and forms only the climax of the 

narrative, the attempted consummation of the marriage.) The 

narratives thus take place in a series of locations, and the 

sequences of action which occur in these various locations 

are connected by short descriptions of movement from location 

to location. 

These locations can be thought of as stages upon which 

the narrative action unfolds. /La-/ is in a sense the "un

marked" auxiliary - it simply furthers the action - though 

it is also used when the actors are leaving the stage, whether 

they are stepping out of the narrative altogether, or whether 

they are simply moving on to a new location. /Ga~-/ is used 

when an actor is approaching the location of the narrative 

action, coming on stage. 

But it must be remembered that these auxiliaries, /la-/ 

and /ga~-/, are not verbs of motion. When it is required to 

describe the concrete motion of actors to and fro'/la-/ or 

/ga~-/ or another verb of motion, "to paddle," "to drift," 

etc., is used in the main verb position. /ga~ik ga~'atlela 
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la~ Tsaxisi/ "(when) now we came suddenly back to Tsaxisi" 

(from example 8 above). This is not mere redundancy or 

repetition for stylistic purposes. The two forms, auxiliary 

and verb. have different functions. The main verb carries 

the concrete meaning of actors coming or going from a place. 

physically moving. The auxiliary expresses the relation of 

these physical events to the location of the narrative action. 

Thus. one can say /ga~aalas tsidaqi lawels la~ gukwas Latus

elagilis/. "came a woman going out of the house of Latusela

gUis." /Ga~-/ as an auxiliary signifies the fact that she 

is approaching the location of the action. which has been 

the outside of the house where Mink sat down. /La-/ as the 

verb signifies that sh~ is physically going away from where 

she was before. 

It might be argued that ih'this example the auxiliary 

still expresses physical motion. But if we look carefully 

at-the following examples. it will become apparent that the 

very notion of "location" itself has both a concrete and an 

abstract aspect. As a concrete idea it !efers to physical 

places. beaches. houses, and so on. As an abstract idea it 

refers to what might be called topical "places," or foci of 

the discourse. As a concrete journey is made of progression 

through a series of concrete places. so a Kwakw'ala discourse 

is made of a progression through a series of topics. The 

verb iri a clause expresses only the concrete ideal the aux-
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iliary expresses primarily, but perhaps not exclusively. the 

abstract idea. 

Let us look at the narratives more closely to develop 

this argument. 

George Hunt's personal narrative begins at Fort Rupert, 

but the very next /w~/-unit describes him setting out to 

Udzolas -to buy marten skins ~rom the Nemgis trappers-, 

10. talagalhentlasen 
SEND-and-lsub-

30bl-lposs 

v-s 

mnp.ela 
FATHER
rem=past 

OBL 
W€.. len h(x"idaem la 
WELL GO- THEN-inc- GO 

lsub and 

qen 
P
lsub 

la~ 
GO-
30bj 

Udzolas •.• 
UDZOIAS 

PURPOSE 
allxw" idaxa gaala ... 
GO =ON =SEA-: MORNING 

inc-app 

AUX 1-S AUX 2 AUX 3 V 

"And I was sent by my late father to go to Udzolas ••• 
Well, now and then at that moment now I set out on the 

sea in the morning ••• " 

The first clause of the narrative has no auxiliary. but the 

next main clause (only purpose phrases intervene) begins with 

a /la-/ auxiliary. The following /wf/-unit describes his 

arrival in the evening at Xwelkw, an intermediate stop, and 

the action following this all takes place on the shore at 

Xwelkw, where he and his crew prepare to spend the night. 

When Hunt's cargo is unloaded. his tent set up on the shore, 

and the cargo put into the tent. his crew go to eat with their 

relatives at Xwelkw. and remain there the night. This sequence 
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uses /la-/ forms almost exclusively, ending with /w£, la~en 

~emukw'es~a ganutli/, "well, and now I was alone that night," 

/la-/ "now" auxiliary. 

Although the narrative does not state it explicitly, 

this last clause leaves Hunt in a new location, his tent. 

The very next lines are 

11. We, k' {slllisi? gila ,ganutlelSs 
WELL NOT-and- LATE NIGHT-sbd: 

so-dem )sub 

AUX 1 V S 

~ai talas ••• ~el laxen 
; 

yawapsemi 
COME- tALAS COME- GO::)obj TENT-dem 

sbd into -lposs 

AUX S V 10 

"Well, and so the night was not late 
(when) now 'alas ••• came into my tent." 

But this /galS-/ auxiliary signals not only the approach of 

the character talas to the stage. it signals a change of 

topic. The next clause (using a /la-/ auxiliary) and those 

following concern talas trying to persuade Hunt to hire him 

as a guide, and Hunt's response. /La-/ auxiliaries are used 

as Hunt hires 'alas, as 'alas, preparing to take his leave, 

warns Hunt he won't be able to sleep unless he shoots the 

owls hooting all around. as Hunt, following ~alas' departure, 

tries to compose himself for sleep. The owls hooting indeeq 

keep him awakel he shoots an owl from his tent (/la-/ auxil

iaries). He goes out (/len l~wels l~~en ~wapsemi/) to put 
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the dead owl in the bow of his canoe, and then goes back in 

(/la~'n la'l la~en yawapsemi/) into his tent to sleep. 

The subject matter of this sequence has little to do 

with the first sequence, the journeying to Xwelkw and the 

setting up there for the night. It focuses on ~alas, his 

words, and on Hunt's response to those words - hiring Italas 

and shooting the owl. It moves smoothly - in terms of 

topic or focus - into the next, which describes Hunt waking 

the next morning to hear the Nemgis, talas among them, arguing 

over the dead owl outside his tent. Hunt goes out to parti

cipate in the argument, and the action of the rest of the 

scene, the argument, takes place there on the shore. /La-/ 

forms are used throughout this scene. 

The next time /ga~-/ is used is at the beginning of the 

following scene. The argument is over and Hunt and his men 

load up Hunt's canoe in preparation for the day's trip up to 

Udzolas. Then. 

12. WE. g:l~isi? ~[lxsa 
WELL FIRST-and- ALL::in: 

so-dem canoe 

AUX 
,

ga.l£3.as 
CAME 

t~las 
tALAS 

v 
wfxsetap'ala~a 

CARRY-)obj 

AUX 
WE, ga~i? 
WELL COME

dem 

AUX 

S 
laxs 
GO::in: 
canoe 

V 

V 

la~ 
GO-

Uxdlata. 
STERN 

)obj 

10 

m~ts'aqi 
FOUR 

o NP 

dzumigal ••• 
POLE 



We, lash!? 
WELL GO-and 

-dem 

AUX 
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tint.i'gemi tl. 
POLE-in= 

bow-fut 

v 
"Well, and so first it was all aboard, 

(when) now came falas carrying four poles ••. 
Well, now he came aboard at the stern. 
Well, and now he was going to pole in the bow." 

~alas has arrived, again heralded by a /ga~-/ auxiliary. His 

arrival is described from the perspective of the men in the 

canoe. The narrative is now focused on him while he loads 

his gear, seats himself, and determines if Hunt's crew includes 

a skillful punter. The topic has changed. the next sequence 

of events concerns the trip up river to the dangerous rapids 

at Masmets'a. talas is still in charge. he directs the men 

to get out on the river bank while he attempts to haul the 

heavily laden canoe up the rapids. The events are described 

from the perspective of the watchers on the bank, with /la-/ 

auxiliaries. The attempt is unsuccessful, the rope breaks, 

but lalas comes out safely, and /we, ga~i? s{!:y!sa?/ "well, 

now he came paddling ashore." The narrative focusses on him 

as he repairs the rope and bravely makes a second, and suc-

cessful, attempt. 

The very next lines are those in example 8 above, des

cribing the last stage of their journey to Udzolas and their 

return home. This serves as a transition into a new phase 

of the narrative, the events at Fort Rupert. When they have 

J 
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been at Fort Rupert nine days, /~~aasa ~gwensi .•. ts'e~l

alas, ~a:lasa~s qebeltUsai la~ Ma'smets'a/ "came a visitor .•• 

telling the news, that talas had capsized at Masmets'a." 

This /ga~-/ ushers in the next topic - the story about talas ' 

death and the quarrel that broke out at his funeral - and the 

new location for the narrative action - this story is set 

back at Xwelkw. /La-/ auxiliaries are used during this. 

Then, talas'adversary is linking ~alas' death to the incident 

over the owls, when I 

i). 

Wt, 

Hlemiai 
THEN-and 
-q-dem 

AUX 

ga~ai 
COME-

sbd 

AUX 
laiai 

wall 
STOP 
-)sub 

V 

waldemas 
WORD

)poss 

S 

Y(qutl'iqelas 
YEQUTL'IQELAS 

POSS 
ga~ewelsi genemxdEs talasdi 
COME-out- WIFE-past WALAS-

)sub )poss past 

V S POSS 
fdka ts 'ectaqi. •• 

WELL, GO-%- SAY WOMAN-dem 
Jsu ? 

AUX V S 
"And then, they say, Yequtl'iqelas' words stopped, 

(When) now Walas' widow came out (of her house). 
Well, now, they say, the woman said •.• " 

This introduces Walas' wife to us, of whom we have not yet 

heard. The following sequence of events concerns her words 

to Yequtl'iqelas and her attempt to kill him in her rage. 

The narrative now has /la-I forms until Iwt, laem laba! "well, 

and now is the end." 
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If we look at the mythological narrative "Mink and the 

Sun," we see 19a!-I used in the same way to indicate changes 

in topic. One scene illustrates this particularly well. 

The scene begins with Mink (Tl'iselagila) arriving in the 

upper world, and discovering the house of the Sun (with Ila-I 

auxiliaries). Then, "he hadn't been sitting there very long," 

14. ... gaxaalasa 
COME 

AUX 

tsid{qi 
WOMAN

dem 

S 

lawels 
GO-out 

v 

lax 
GO:: 
)obj 

gUkwas 
HOUSE

)poss 

10 

:r£tuselagilisi. 
IATUSEIAG ILlS 

..... (when) now came a woman going out of the house of 
Latuselagilis." 

The woman comes up to Mink, and now the focus of the narrative 

shifts to her. She speaks to Mink (/la-/) , returns into the 

house (/la-/), tells the Sun, Latuselagilis, about Mink (/la-/) , 

and receives his command to invite Mink into the house (/la-/). 

The narrative remains focussed on the woman. She goes out 

again (/la-/), invites Mink in (/la-/), and he comes vga~-/) 

inside. Now the topic changes: the rest of the scene des

cribes the conversation between Mink and the Sun, which ends 

with Mink spending the night in the Sun's house. 

And to return briefly to the initial examples of 19ae-I 

presented, those in descriptions of returns from journeys 

(examples 7-9 above), these 19a~-I's actually function in 

the narratives in the same way as the other examples, to 

change the topic. Example 8 was discussed above. In example 
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seven, the topic previous to the lines quoted is of Hadawa's 

child falling ill and dying; the subsequent lines concern the 

death of HadaWa's husband and her mourning for them both. 

Example 9 is direct speech and the auxiliaries are operating 

within that discourse, rather than in the main narrative. 

In these examples the abstract progression from topic 

to topic intertwines with the concrete movement of actors 

from location to location, as the auxiliaries indicating 

this progression of topics are used almost exclusively with 

verbs of motion. As we have noted, the concrete and the 

abstract ideas are related anyway. (This notion persists 

even in our own traditionl "topic" comes from Greek topos, 

place.) This may be why verbs of motion are occasionally 

found without auxiliaries. 

Topics, and locations, are the reference points of Ila-I 

and 19ae-I, auxiliary and verb. In a sense, Ila-I and Iga~-I 

as auxiliaries are like proximate and obviate pronouns, re

ferring though not to objects but to the moving stream of 

events. ILa-1 auxiliaries indicate the ongoing action at 

hand, moving away, while 19ae-I auxiliaries indicate a new 

phase of action approaching, to be transformed on its arrival 

into Ila-I action. Since action is something performed by 

actors, a new phase of action will often be brought by a new 

actor arriving on the scene - one way Iga~-I is commonly used. 

lLa-1 and Iga~-I can thus be thought of as expressing 
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essentially spatial ideas. However, if we reconsider the 

examples above, we notice that these auxiliaries also express 

implicitly a temporal idea, which might best be described as 

t " lOt An action described by a verb ongoingness or seguen la 1 y. 

in a clause beginning with /la-/ or /ga~-/ simply follows 

in time the action described in the preceding cause (this 

works slightly differently in clauses expressing causal sub

ordination). It is for this reason that I have translated 

both of these by "now" in the free translation of the examples, 

although I have been discussing the spatial ideas involved 

in these auxiliaries. 

The temporal meaning of /la-/ is clearly expressed in 

the formulajc ending of Kwakw'ala narratives, some variant 

of /lae"m la:ba/ " and now is the end." The translation ob

scures the fact that /l~ba/ "end" is not a noun but a verb, 

in fact, the main verb of the clause, /la-/ with the suffix 

/-ba/ denoting the extremity of a long horizontal object. 

/Laba/ means literally "to go to the end," as the form /la~s/ 

means "to go into a canoe." Thus, the end of George Hunt's 

narrative is 

15. WE, laem hlba l8:l£eq. 
WELL GO- GO- GO-)obj=pre 

and end -)obj=pron 

AUX V 10 

"Well, and now it has gone to the end of it." 

J 
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It was noted above that Kwakw'ala narratives are often 

about actual journeys, describing progression through loca

tions, and are conceived on a more abstract level as pro

gressions from topic to topic. Here we see this theme again 

on the temporal dimension. narrative as a journey in time 

away from its beginning. Auxiliary /la-/ (and /ga~-/) ex

presses "going farther" on that journey, that is, "getting 

later" in terms of the events of the narrative. Each clause 

beginning with auxiliary /la-/ is further away in the time 

of the narrative than the preceding one, and the beginning 

of narrative time is the first clause in the narrative I this 

clause, being the beginning, requires no auxiliary /la-/ at 

all. The end of the narrative, the end of the journey in 

time and topic, is thus /laba/, "arriving at the end." 

Dt:t sequentiality is not the only tbJ:-.rOr[ • .1 lelationshlp 

conceivable in a narrative. There are various kinds of co

occurrence possible. As it turns out, /la-/ and /ga~-/ con

trast in this dimension with the auxiliary /hi-/ "that, then," 

which expresses the idea of co-occurrence of events. 

According to Boas, /hi-/ is actually a pronoun, part of 

a paradigm of "verbal" and nominal" emphatic forms (1947: 

157-9). These emphatic pronouns, like most other Kwakw'ala 

person markers, distinguish first person, inclusive, exclusive, 

second person, and in the third person, have separate forms 

for third persons near the speaker, near the addressee, and 
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outside the vicinity of the speech event. /Hi-/ is the ver-

bal emphatic form for third person outside of speech event, 

for example, /hid Siwid/ "he over there is Siwid" (ibid.). 

The first and second person verbal forms are often used in 

quoted speech in narrative.· The other third person verbal 

forms (third person near speaker, third person near addressee) 

are rarely used in narrative. One example will serve to 

illustrate the contrast between these forms and /hi-/ third 

person outside of speech event. 

Hunt, in an explanatory note to Boas that begins his 

narrative, describes Kwakiutl beliefs about owls with a suc-

cession of clauses introduced by /la-/ forms. At the end of 

this section, before embarking on a description of the Kwa

kiutl custom which validates these beliefs, Hunt comments. 

16. We, 
WELL 

We, 
WELL 

, 
rildemsa g~le Krigula, yuem 

)nr2 WORD- EARLY KWAKIUTL 
-and )poss 

AUX S POSS NP 
~fl'ala~s 
SAY-sbd=)sub 

, 
wetlelaaxa 
HEAR-)ob} 

v 
hlx" idalbisa 
JnrJ-inc
and-so 

AUX 

, I 
dexdexeI11axs •.• 

OWL-sbd=)sub ... 

o 
qW'eHakwi 
OLli=PERSON 

-dem 

S NP 

begwanem 
MAN 

ye~ IlgHas 
app GO-reason 

APP 

~'laqewelsa.l!:a 
SEND-out-)obj 

v 
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ugwela 
OTHER 

o 

begwanem. 
MAN 

··Well, and this (near you) is the word of the early 
Kwagul, the reason of saying it is 

hearing the owls ••. 
Well, and that (outside speech event, in narrated event) 

at that moment an old man sends out another 
man." 

The speech event is Hunt writing to Boas, and here, the des-

cription of the belief, a written text, is physically near 

Boas - he will be reading it in New York. This description 

is referred to by /yu-/ third person near second. The cus

tom of sending out a man to ask the owl its name is outside 

the speech event, belonging only to the narrated event, and 

therefore is referred to by /hi-/. 

Boas suggested that these third person emphatic pro

nominal forms might better be called demonstrative pronouns 

(ibid.). Again, it is instructive to compare them to the 

English demonstratives "this" and "that .. by which I have 

glossed them here. The English demonstratives are not fixed 

in their relations to the speech event and the narrated event: 

they can be contrasting a third person close to the speech 

event with a third person far from the speech event; or they 

can be contrasting two third persons outside the speech event, 

in the narrated event. In the latter case, the proximate 

form"this" refers to the third person on which the discourse 

is focussed, and the obviate form will be used for that same 
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third person when the focus of the discourse shifts away 

from it (or he or she). The Kwakw'ala auxiliary demonstra

tives, though, are in a fixed ralationship to the speech event. 

/Hi-/ is fixed in reference in relation both to the speech 

event (it always refers to a third person far from the speech 

event or in the narrated event) and to the focus of the dis

course (it is used regardless of where that focus is). The 

auxiliaries /la-/ and /ga~-/, on the other hand, function in 

discourse more like English demonstratives, except that /la-/ 

and /ga!-/ express the idea of motion; shifts in the discourse 

focus are shifts in an ongoing stream of action. English 

demonstratives, like Kwakw'ala verbal emphatic pronouns, 

express static, spatial relationships, they refer to things 

coexistent in time rather than events that are portions of 

an ongoing stream of time. 

The fundamental idea of /hi-/, then, is of the juxta

position of events in space; what is occurring separately in 

space is coincident in time. In example 16 above, the event 

described by the clause beginning with /hi-/, in which the 

old man sends out another man to ask the owl's name, occurs 

during the previously described event, that of the Kwagul 

listening in their houses to the owls hooting. /wetl~laaAa 

de'xdexeILla!s ... / "they hear the owls .•. n In another example 

from Hunt's narrative, the character Y(qutl'iqelas is quar-

relling with Hunt when: 

I 
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17. Hiem wali w:ildemas 
JnrJ STOP WORD-)poss 
-and -Jsub 

AUX V S 
l~as yaq'egaH .. :ilas .•• 

GO BEGIN=TO= tALAS 
SPEAK-Jsub 

AUX V S 
"And then his words topped, 

now Italas began to speak ••• " 

/Hi-/ marks the event of Yequtl'iqelas' stopping to speak 

as simultaneous with the end of his speech in the previous 

clause ("oh, you little Northerner, get out of here!"). Italas' 

beginning to speak is sequential to, follows this stopping to 

speak. 

Later in Hunt's narrative, as he and his men prepare 

to continue their trip upriver, talas comes aboard the canoe. 

18. We, 
WELL 

We, 
WELL 

h1lhis 
3nr3-
and-so 

AUX 1 

lalhi'" 
GO-and 

la 
GO 

AUX 2 
/ 

kw'a'giwip 
SIT-in=bow 

-)obj 

V 

naxwa d:ix? idxa 
ALL TAKE-inc 

xw:i'kw' ena 
CANOE 

0 

s{wayu qd 
PADDLE P-

slxw'estali" 
PADDLE-nom 

-dem -)obj inst )sub 

AUX S 

l~laa lax 
GO-con GO:

)obj 

V 0 

TI' {gilis ..• 
TL'IQILIS 

PURPOSE 

"Well, and so then now he sat in the bow of the canoe. 
Well, and now all took hold of the paddles for paddling 

going to TI'igilis •.. " 
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This example shows the interplay of the ideas these auxili

aries express with ideas of aspect. Walas' sitting is not 

sitting down in a perfective or inchoative senseI the main 

verb is neutral with respect to aspect. In contrast, the 

verb of the following clause, /dax?id-/ "take hold" has an 

inchoative suffix /-x?id/. The action of the first clause, 

the /hi-/ clause, is general, diffuse, overlapping with the 

sharply defined action of the /la-/ clause. In a series of 

discrete, sequential /la-/ actions - loading the canoe, coming 

aboard, taking up the paddles, this sticks out as the only 

action which occurs and continues to occur - for some 26 

clauses, in fact - while any of the others are occurring. 

(We know that the /hi-/ refers to following events here because 

of the presence of the secondary /la/ - this will be discussed 

in more detail in the third section, below. Otherwise, aux

iliaries refer to the actions of previous clauses.) 

There are no rules about which aspect markers on the 

main verb can be used with which auxiliariesl /la-/ can be 

used with main-verb continuative markers, /hi-/ with main

verb inchoative markers, and so on. Main-verb aspects and 

auxiliaries are two different systems, and how they are used 

to supplement each other is a crative process, and depends 

on the precise nature of the events being described. This 

is not true of aspect markers on auxiliaries, which are an 

integral part of the discourse-marking system. Auxiliary 

r 
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aspect will alr.o be discussed in the last section of this 

paper. 

To summarize the ideas developed in this section, Kwa

kw'ala narrative is conceived of as a journey, in a literal, 

concrete sense - the characters go somewhere and things 

happen to them as they go - but especially in an extended, 

abstract sense. In this abstract sense, a narrative is a 

progression from event to event, from topic to topic, a going 

farther and a getting later. Roughly, each clause describes 

an event, an independent moment of action, which stands in 

various kinds of deictic relations - temporal, spatial, and 

topical relations - with other such events. These deictic 

relations are indicated by the auxiliaries which begin each 

clause, especially the deictic auxiliaries /la-/, /ga~-/,. 

and /hi-/. /La:"/" to go, now" expresses the basic idea of 

journeying, of progression, of ongoingness, of the sequen

tiality of events. /Ga~-/ "to come, now" shifts the focus 

of the narrative onto a new topic - a new character, a new 

kind of activity, a new location. /Hi-/ "that, then" sig

nifies juxtaposition in space of two events - they are simul

taneous, cooccurring. 

However, the actual relations specified in narratives 

are more elaborate, and in order to understand them, it is 

necessary to look at the whole auxiliary system. It depends 

not only on the use of initial "primary"auxiliaries, like 
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those presented in the examples in this section, but also' 

on the aspect markers and conjunctions suffixed to these 

initial auxiliaries, and on the auxiliaries in the second 

and third positions. 

III 

Auxiliaries are very often found in combinations, eSPe

cially the adverbial auxiliaries, which rarely occur alone. 

In such cases the initial auxiliary, adverbial or deictic, 

retains all the demonstrative, case/person, connective, evi

dential, and aspect suffixes, while the auxiliaries in the 

second and third positions are usually bare of any suffix. 

(Aspect suffixes are occasionally found on some auxiliaries 

in the secondary positions). 

In a myth, all or nearly all the initial auxiliaries 

take the quotative /-1a/; so too do auxiliaries in clauses 

in personal narrative and explanatory discourse which des

cribe second-hand information. Other evidentials on the 

auxiliary are possible, for instance /-enga/ events of a 

dream, but none of these occurred in these texts. 

Initial auxiliaries often take demonstrative suffixes, 

usually I-if third person far from the place of the speech 

event, although others are used in personal narrative. I 

will not discuss these in any detail in this paper, though 

they surely belong in this system. 

Aspect markers and connective suffixes are less common. 
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The suffixes most used are the connectives /-Ift/, I-emf "and" 

and /-(w}is/ "so," and the aspect suffixes I-alai a contin

uative, and /-x?id/ inchoative. These suffixes are more 

common on some auxiliaries than on others. /Ga~-/ never 

has connective suffixes, which agrees with its use to intro

duce new topics into the discourse. /La-/ forms very rarely 

have aspect suffixes though they are found with connectives, 

especially /-Ift/ "and." /Hi-/ forms, and adverbial auxiliaries, 

are never found in the initial position without at least /-Ift/, 

generally have both /-Ift/ "and" and /-wis/ "so," and /hi-/ is 

often found with aspect suffixes as well. 

Let us examine each of these suffixes in order. 

The connective /-~/ or I-emf "and" is the most widely 

used of these suffixes. According to Boas, it indicates a 

"close connection in thought" between the clause in which it 

id found and the clause preceding it (1947:))8). It can be 

used in more than one word in a clause, when that word is 

repeated from the previous clause. 7 It is quite different 

from the syntactic stem /dlu?-/ "and," which is used in the 

sense of "with" to connect two words or two phrases which 

have the same syntactic function (~ subject, conditional 

phrase, etc.). 

The key to the use of /-&/ seems to be in the wayan 

ongoing stream of activity is divided up linguistically 

into /we/ -units and clauses. Actions which are linguis-
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tically represented as separate may actually be inextric

ably intertwined. For instance, /-~/ will connect a clause 

stating that actors responded to something, and the clause 

describing their response. It will connect a description of 

the performance of an activity, and a statement that the 

activity was completed. On the other hand, clauses which 

describe completely separate actions, or which describe a 

passage of time between topically connected sequences of 

events, will lack /-~. Turns at talk lack /-~ connecting 

them, except for a certain kind of speech act, discussed 

below with the suffix /-x?i~. It is significant that the 

auxiliary /ga~-/, which introduces a new topic into the dis

course, is never found with /-~. 

Let us look at an extended section of narrative to 

develop this idea more clearly. 

19. W€, l~lai 
WELL GO-q

dem 

qas?idi 
WALK-inc 

-)sub 

TI' (selagi1.a. 
TL'ISELAGHA 

"Well, now, they say, Tl'iselagiia set out walking." 

W€' laem1.ai nanagigi~ waldemas Lcltuselagilisaq. 
WELL GO-and- OBEY-)obj WORD- tATUSELAGILIS-

q-dem )poss )obj=pron 
"Well, and now, they say, he obeyed the words of Lat

uselagilis to him." 

WE • laem1.ai 
WELL GO-and

q-)sub 

fxbiduem 
GOOD-dim 

-and 

q €l'uikwe la • 
WALK-con 

"Well, and now, they say, the good little one was 
walking along." 

~I€ , la1.ai ~laq 
WELL GO-q- ALMOST 

dem 
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neqEla~s 
NOON-sbd 

=)sub 
l:1i 
GO
sbd 

wfsq' a{m'kwela 
RESTLESS-con 

"Well, now, they say, it was almost noon, 
now he was growing restless." 

W€, la:m1.ai y~q'endeto?i TI'(selagi1.a. 
WELL GO-and- BEGIN=TO= TL'ISELAGIlA 

q-dem SPEAK-)sub 
"Well, and now, they say, TI'iselagU.a began to speak." 

W€, 
WELL 

l;{iai 
GO-q

dem 
"Well, now, they say, he said 

W€, 
WELL 

"la, 
OH 

sisel, h~dsadso 
DEAD IMPER-

emph 

qwfqwets' ex 
GO = AWAY-

exhor 

dsaxitsix 
COME-sbd? 

q' {dsetsemis dz~~en," 8 
MANY -7 COME-1obj 

'Oh, damn, go away! 
now~oo) many are around me!' 

h{x1aixs 
SAY-q-sbd 

=)sub 
l~i x{kwaxa 
GO- SWEEp:: 
sbd )obj 

{nwa?i. 
CLOUD 

they say he saidl 
now he swept away the clouds." 

1~1.ai 
GO-q

dem 

dz;lxw"ida. 
RUN-inc-lex 

"Well, now, they say, he began to run." 

WE: , la:m1.aux 
WELL GO-and-q 

dem=nr2 

"Well, and now, 

ts'hxw?idu!da 
HOT-inc-)sub= 

nr2 

they say, (this) 

h~l(qens. 
SKY-)obj-

1poss 
our sky (near you) 

hot with it." 
grew 



WE, 
WELL 

hlillis 
)nr)
and-so 
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ts'et'edaatsa 
CRACK-inc

Jobl 

xi?xo'x 
HEAT?-= 
dem=nr2 

la'xwa 
GO-=
Jobj= 
nr2 

t.aenge.)f 
MOUNTAIN 

dem-nr2 

-Well, and so then the cracks a~peared in (these) 
mountains (near you)." 

We, hlemxaawis 
WELL Jnr2-and

also-so 

la 
GO 

legekwemgiltsa 
ROCK-?-)obl 

lilegekw'a~ 
ROCKS-dem= 

nr2 
laxwa Mxwa]f 
GO-)= COVER
obj=nr2 dem=nr2 

awlhagwisa. 
SHORE 

then too now the rocks (near you) covering 
-Well, and so the shore were burnt." 

This scene begins previous to this sequence, with the arrival 

of the morning light in Latuselagilis' house. TI'iselagila, 

Mink, is sent to go walking with the Sun-mask that day. 

Latuselagilis repeats his instructions of the night before. 

don't walk fast, or sweep away the clouds roughly, or the 

villages below will suffer. The next clause is the first 

above, "now TI'iselagila set out walking. - This begins a 

new event, topically, but not instrinsically related to Lat

uselagilis' advice. The next few clauses describe the first 

stage of Mink's walk across the heavens. His obedience to 

Latuselagilis' advice is part of this event as is the des

cription of "the good little one walking along," and both 

clauses take an /-61/ "and" connective. Now, the narrative 

skips ahead in time and begins a new event. Mink is growing 

restless - this takes no /-61/. He begins to speak, swearing 

at the clOUd-women who cluster around him - this is another 
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aspect of his restlessness and does take an /-~. 

(It should be noted that the clause "and now he began 

to speak" has /-&; "and," while the next clause "he said" 

does not, even though these would seem to be intrinsically 

connected, part of the same event or activity. For whatever 

reason, the formulaic sequence /yaq'- ••• hika/ "begin to 

speak •.. said" is never connected by an /-~ in any circum

stance.) 

Now, two discrete, self-contained actions occur. Mink 

sweeps away the clouds shielding the full light of the Sun 

from the lower world; next, he begins to run. These clauses 

take no /-dJ/. Next, however, comes an event which is con

nected to the previous events. the sky grows hot. The next 

two clauses are marked by /hi-/ as occurring simultaneously 

with the heating of the sky. the mountains crack and the 

rocks covering the shores get burnt. 

It is important to understand the difference between 

the kind of simultaneity indicated by /hi-/ auxiliaries and 

the kind of intrinsic connectedness indicated by /-dJ/ "and." 

That they are related is clear from the fact that /hi-/ in 

the initial position is never found without /-~. That they 

are nevertheless distinct is clear from the fact that /la-/ 

does sometimes take /-~. /La-/ indicates sequentiality, 

but the idea of sequentiality depends on the idea of the tem

poral discreteness of actions. That is, in order to be truly 
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sequential, an action must only begin after the last action 

has been completed or is no longer being performed, and must 

itself cease before the next action is performed. Thus, "I 

shot an owl, I picked up the owl, I threw it into my canoe, 

I went into my tent," are four sequential actions, each 

fitting perfectly within the boundaries of the actions pre

ceding it and following it. But "he set out walking, he was 

obeying the words of Latuselagilis (about how he should be 

walking), he was walking along well" are not perfectly sequen

tial. There is a single activity extended over time, Mink's 

walking along as he is supposed to, and it has three diff

erent aspects. his setting out, his obeying, and his being 

good, the /-~ required because they are part of a single 

activity. It might be objected that these are simultaneous 

and should also be marked with /hi-/, but /hi-/ is only used 

when two spatially separated activities are performed or 

occur together in time. for instance the cracking of the moun

tains and the burning of the rocks, marked by /hi-/ as simul

taneous with the heating up of the sky. 

This is a subtle distinction, but crucial for the under

standing of how these forms are used in Kwakw'ala narrative. 

/La-/ by itself indicates pure sequentiality. /Hi-/ never 

occurs by itself. /La-/ plus /-~/ indicates different aspects 

of a single activitYI /hi-/ plUG /-~/ indicates different 

activities spatially distant and occurring simultaneously. 

1 
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Before we go on to the discussion of the connective 

/-(w)is/ "so," it should be noted that /hi-/ rarely occurs 

only with /-fn/ "and." In the example presented above, the 

/hi-/ clauses occur both with /-wis/ and one with the con-

nective /-xaa/ "also," which add concepts to the idea of 

pure simultaneity. In the main clause, initial /hi-/ with 

/-fn/ "and" only is found when a character's speech is inter

rupted by the speech or some other action of another char

acter (see examples 13, 17). 

The connective /-(w)is/ "so" is rarely found with /la-/ 

and never with /ga~-/, although it is common with /hi-/ and 

the adverbial auxiliaries. /-(W)is/ was never found in 

these t~xts without /-~/. The two connectives may be sep

arated by the quotative, in the form /-em'lawis/ "and so, they 

say," or when the quotative is not present, they occur in the 

form / -fnis) . 

Boas states that /-(w)is/ expresses a "weak causal con

nection" (19471JJ5h in other words, the clause with /-(w)is/ 

suffixed to its initial auxiliary is the result in some way 

of the action described in the previous clause. For example, 

in the last two clauses of example 19 above, /hi-/ with /-~/ 

and /-(w)is/ indicates these events are both simultaneomJ 

with and caused by the preceding clause, "the sky grew hot." 

('I'he /-xaa/ "also" indicates that both are caused by this). 

The idea of result does not always seem to be present 
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is used with /la-/ where there is not even any topical con

nection between the clause and the preceding one, and it is 

hard to argue a motivation for the use of /-~ as well. For 

example, near the end of "Mink and the Sun," Mink is thrown 

back down to the lower world. The next clause, beginning the 

last scene, is /w~, laemiawisi dla~at'a1aida mukwi ts'idaqi/ 

"well, and §Q now, they say, four wo~en went out digging 

clams ... 

Initial auxiliaries are occasionally found with aspect 

markers, which do not have to agree with the aspect of the 

main verb, usually neutral anyway. The two more common 

aspect markers on auxiliaries, I-alai a continuative and 

/-x?id/ inchoative or momentaneous, are never found on /la-/ 

or /ga~-/, and are rarely found on any auxiliary other than 

/hi-/. The distinction between these has to do with the 

distinctness of the boundaries of an event. Events marked 

by /hi-/ plus /-a}a/ continuative (usually in the fixed form 

/himenala-/) are diffuse, having blurry onsets and blurry 

ends: 

20. We, laem1ai k'i6s la lawenemxdi Ha"dawa. 
WELL GO-and- NOT GO HUSBAND- HADAlfA 

q-dem past 
"Well, and now, they say, Hadallla's husband was no more.': 
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W(, hfmenalaem1~wi3 1agwa~li Hada~ •.. 
WELL JnrJ-con-and-q-so WAIL-Jsub HADAWA 
"Well, and 30 then always, they say, Hadallla was wailing ... " 

We, 1~1ai 
WELL GO-q

dem 

g€:!:a 
LONG 

la 
GO 

lei1 
DEAD 
Jsub 

laoJienemxde s ... 
HUSBAND-past 

Jposs 
"Well, now, they say, her husband was dead a long time. 

Wi, laemiai tl':lgemx~idi Hadaweq. 
WELL GO-and- PUSH-face-inc HADAWA-

q-dem -Jsub Jobj=pron 
"Well, and now, they say, Hadawa pushed away his face." 

The first clause of this example has an /-~ "and" because 

it is part of the event of the preceding lines - her husband's 

death and burial. The second clause is also connected to 

the fact of the husband's death (/-~), and is the result of 

it (/-wis/), but it is a separate activity, simUltaneous with 

the being no more (/hi-/). The I-alai suffix indicates that 

her wailing is not a discrete, inchoative activity, it is 

diffuse, sloppy, continuously occurring during the events des

cribed in the clauses preceding it and perhaps not finally 

ceasing until the last clause in the example. 

The suffix /-x?id/ inchoative or momentaneous with /hi-/ 

refers to discrete, sharply defined events simultaneous with 

the preceding clause. This, however, does not adequately 

describe the way /hlx?id-/ is used. To do this we must look 

at the categories of events which take /hlX?id-/. 

All responses to a certain type of speech act take 

/h{x~id-/. These speech acts include ordering, demanding 
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information, and asking someone directly to perform an action. 

Responses to other kinds of speech acts take Ila-I forms. 

For example, Mink says to his mother ''Make me a bow and four 

arrows!" IwE., h{x? idaem'l.awisi Ha'da\lta ..• 1 "well, and so then 

at that moment,they say, Hada*a .•. " begins making him his 

bow and arrows. 

SimilarlY, Ih[x?id,lis used when an event demands a 

customary, cultural response. These include I the birth of 

a baby, requiring that a name be givenl the discovery of 

a corpse, requiring buriall hearing an owl hooting at night, 

requiring a man be sent out to ask its namel a boy's mis

behavior or disobedience, requiring a lecture by his mother; 

the arrival of a visitor on an errand, requiring that the 

visitor be shown in and dealt with, and so on (see example 

16 above). 

The last category includes magical acts which auto

matically bring a result. the conception of Mink when the 

Sun shines on his mother, the speed of Mink's growing up 

when washed magically with cold water by his mother. All 

uses of /h{x?id-/ fit into one of these three categories. 

These three categories can be classified together under 

the label "culturally inevitable responses," Boas did not 

provide the information to write a complete ethnography of 

speaking for the Kwakiutl, but from comments by a modern 

ethnographer, it appears that "direct speech" - giving orders, 

demanding information, and so on - occupies a special place 

1 
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in their classification of speech acts (Rohner 1967:6)-4, 9)-

100, 135-6, et passim). We can reason that such speech acts 

are conceived as being so tightly connected to the responses 

to them - with more than a causal connection - that the res-

ponses are conceived as simultaneous in an extended sense. 

An order presupposes a response to it. 

A similar argument can be made for the second category 

of Ih{x?id-I events. A birth or death so inevitably will 

bring a name or a burial that these are no longer sequen

tial events. The two events, the birth and the naming, 

the death and the burial, come as a unit in time. 

Again, events of the third category are caused by 

magical activities, inherently potent, which presuppose a 

result. The initial event and the /hfx?id-I response form 

such a tightly connected unit in time that they are conceived 

as having a kind of simultaneity. 

A word should be said here about the form which con

trasts with /hlx?id-/, /0-/ .. just, only." Obviously there 

must be cases in which the culturally inevitable response 

does not happen: orders which are not obeyed, misbehaving 

boys who are not chastised by their mothers, and so on. This 

contrast is especially clear in the responses to direct speech 

acts. Thus, when YEqutl'iqelas demands of Hunt "was it you 

who shot this owl?" Hunt responds Ihix?idathisen ulaqwalfgen/' 

"and so then at that moment I confessed that •.. " When Y€qu

tl'qelas next asks if Hunt is aware that he shot a man when 
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he shot the owl, Hunt says /6r1iisen duqwelaqi~s ••. / "and so 

I just looked at him" rather than responding. 

I have described the function of the suffixes most com-

monly occurring with auxiliaries. Next I will examine com

binations of the deictic auxiliaries. /1a-/, /ga~-/ and /hi-/. 

and the nuances of meaning these express. First the combin

ation in which /hi-/ is initial. /la-/ or /ga~-/ secondary. 

will be examined; and then the combination of /la-/ followed 

by /hi-/. and then the exceptions to the rules stated for the 

first two combinations. Space prohibits considering the com

binations these enter into with adverbial auxiliaries. 

/Hi-/ is used in the primary position with /la-/ fol-

lowing when an event is simultaneous with a previous event. 

but describes a state or condition or a change into a state 

which will hold during the following sequence of action. 

See. for instance, example 18 above and the discussion that 

follows. Without a secondary /la-/. the /hi-/ would refer 

only to the preceding clause. 

When /la-/ is used with the suffix I-gill "reason of" 

/hi-/ is always used in the primary auxiliary position, 

(except when the clause is introduced instead by /ye~, the 

third-person-near-third-person appositional form of /hi-/, 

see example 16 above). 

21. WE. h{~is 
WELL JnrJ

and-so 

lagilasu~ tl'tl~belxetuxda denasmesi~ 
GO-reason- DEAD=CEDAR-top- RED=CEDAR-

dem=nr2 Jsub=nr2 dem=nr2 
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"Well, and so that is why those red cedars (near you) 
are dead at the top." 

This statement follow, of course, the description of Mink's 

misdeeds with the SUn-mask, and is part of an explanation 

of how they affected the world in ways the listeners can 

see. The initial /hi-/ indicates the simUltaneity of the 

burning of the tops of cedars with the other damage Mink has 

done, described in the previous clauses. The /la-/ in /la

gil-/ indicates a change into a condition which will hold 

foe some time. 

It is interesting to note that in Kwakw'ala. "reason" 

seems to mean. not "reason of being this way." but "reason 

of gQ!ng this way." The suffix I-gill is used with other 

stems. but this is the form in which it is found in narrative. 

/La-/ is used in the primary position. with /hi-/ fol

lowing, when the event is concurrent only with a following 

event or events. These /hi-/ forms are either bare, or have 

the aspect marker I-alai continuative suffixed to them in 

the fixed form /h{menalaem-/ "and always." There are two 

points to note about this: first. this is the only circum

stance in which /hi-/ is found in the secondary position in 

a clausel second. /la-/ and /hi-/ are found in this construc

tion only in one environment in the narratives. /La-/ and 

/hi-/ occur in this orderonly when the narrator is about to 

embark on a portion of the discourse in which the action 

shifts to a different setting. a different time and place. 
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These are almost entirely related to major breaks in the 

poetic structure of the narrative. Here, initial /la-/ 

signals disjunction, sequentiality, the moving onward 

time of the narrative, separating the reference of /hi-/ 

from the previous time and place. The secondary /hi-/ 

refers then to the events ahead, the journey onward signaled 

by /la-/. In this circumstance, the /la-/+ /hi-/ event is 

one which is concurrent with a large section of the fol

lowing discourse, the whole next scene or sequence of action, 

as in the third clause of "Mink and the Sun"l ;We. la1ai hi 

gukweli Qalu~isi/ "Well, now then, they say, they lived at 

Qalu~is (Crooked Beach)." 

There are two exceptions to this which it is worth con

sidering. One is a case at the beginning of a major dis

course break in which /hi-/ is initial, /la-/ secondary; the 

other is a case, again, near the beginning of a scene, in 

which /la-/ is initial, /hi-/ secondary, which refers at 

least in part to the previous event. Let us look at the 

latter case first (see example 10 above). This is the only 

example in the narratives in which a secondary /hi-/ form 

is found with the inchoative suffix /-x?id/. Ordinarily, 

such a situation, an order and a response, would demand that 

/hlx?id-/ be in the initial position, and the /la-/ which 

indicates that Hunt is on the way to Udzolas for the next 

part of the discourse would be secondary. Here, there are 
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two /la-/ forms, one initial and one in the third position. 

It seems possible that in such a context, the second full 

clause, the first lwei in a narrative which is not only a 

metaphorical but a literal journey, that an initial /la-/ 

is required to get the story in motion. 

22. 

The second exceptional case is as follows I 

WE, la~f Tl'lselagiia 
WELL GO-and TL'ISELAGIIA 

-dem 

haxwel?endxa la 
CLIMB-)ob} GO 

denema. 
ROPE 

"Well, and 

WE, 1~1ai 
WELL GO-q-

now Tl'iselagi1a climbed up the rope." 

l~gai Tl'{selagi!a l'xa kWoxsu. 
GO- TL'ISELAGIIA GO~ HOLE 

dem reach- )obj 
)sub 

"Well, now, they say, Tl'iselgi1a reached the hole. 

H{x?idaem1~wisi la 
)nr)-inc-and-q GO 

-so-dem 
laxa hf~alaxudl 
GO~ )nr)-and
)obj edt? 

l~xsoi TI'lselagi!a 
GO-through TL'ISELAGltA 

-)sub 
t'ix{lesa {k'e aw{hagwisa. 
DOOR-Jobl ABOVE COUNTRY 

And so then at that moment, they say, TI'jsela
gi1a passed through 

what is called the door to the upper world." 

Again, the /hi-/ refers to the previous clause, in which 

TI'iselagi1a reaches the door to the upper world; the /la-/ 

indicates that the new condition, the being in the upper 

world, lasts during the following sequence of action. One 

would expect an initial /la-/ form to precede the /hi-/, since 

this falls at the bec;inning of a major discourse section, a . 

scene. There are two things, though, which might provide an 
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an argument for the absence of an initial Ila-I. First, 

this clause lacks the marker lWEI; one might therefore argue 

that an initial Ila-I is unnecessary as long as the clause 

following the previous lWEI has a Ila-I. But this moment 

has an important expressive weight. The myth is about a 

transformation that failed, the attempt to turn Mink into 

a proper chief, a proper Sun. These lines describe the first 

stage of transformation, the passing of Mink from the lower 

world into the upper. The ongoingness of the narrative is 

halted to emphasize this critical moment, even though it 

falls at the beginning of the scene (as a rite of passage, 

this use of Ihfx?id-I could fall into the category either 

of customary, cultural responses, or results of magically 

potent acts). 

Little has been said about "adverbial' auxiliaries, and 

space does not permit more. The most important of these are 

Ik'i-I "not" (see example 8). 10-1 "just, only" (discussed 

in the section on I-x? idl inchoative suffix), Igel-I "first" 

(which may be a deictic auxiliary. see example 12). It 

should be mentioned, however, that time expressions some

times appear in the auxiliary position (see the second Iwe/
unit of example 8). 

I 
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CONCLUSION 

All narrative may describe the unfolding of events 

through time, but exactly how it does so in any narrative 

tradition is problematical. Narrative is built of verbs 

in clauses, but verbs in clauses by themselves are not nec

essarily "events." In the Southern Kwakiutl tradition, a 

verb in a clause does not become an event, it can not be 

part of a connected discourse, without an auxiliary which 

precisely specifies its temporal, spatial, and topical rel

ations to the event which precedes it. These basic deictic 

ideas are modified in various ways by suffixes on the auxili

aries and by combinations of the auxiliaries in a single 

clause. The underlying concept is of narrative as a jour

ney from moment to moment, place to place, topic to topic. 

Kwakw'ala has perhaps an unusually complex and sys

tematic way of indicating these relationships. It seems 

likely, however, that other story-telling traditions have 

comparably elaborate linguistic methods of shaping and 

o~dering the story. It would be worthwhile pursuing the 

question of to what extent any system of narrative marking 

incorporates deictic ideas of this sort. 

FOOTNOTES 
1. Not all narrators use lWEI I however, narratives with-
out lWEI use auxiliaries in the same way as those with it. 
There is apparently a special elliptical narrative style, 
represented by the second myth text "Mink marries Kelp" 
(Boas 1910:127-8), which lacks lWEI's, has few auxiliaries, 
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and consists largely of quoted speech without explicitly 
identifying the speakers. 
2. In the examples I have used a modified version of the 
phonemic orthography developed by Grubb (1977). It is fairly 
st.rai&htforward in the vowels except for the following1 /0/= 
[,l,le/=[,'J, and/e/=lrl{Boas [al,[El and [til). In the 
consonants, the uvular series is represented by /~, /EI, etc., 
with a subposed line, except for /q/ (/k/). Fostglottaliza
tion is indicated by a postposed apostrophe (~/k'/); the 
resonants which are preglottalized except in word-final pos
tion have a superposed apostryhe (/~). The lateral affri
cates are represented by tIl, Idl/, and the lateral fricative 
by Ill. Phonemic glottal stop is I?I. 

The following abbreviations have been used in the examplesl 

app, APP 
AUX 
C 
CDT 
con 
dem 

dim 
emph 
excl 
exhor 
fut 
IMPER 
inc 
instr 
lex 
nom 
NP 
nr 
obj, 0 
obI, OBL 
P 
pass 
past 
pre 
pron 
poss, POSS 
q 
rem=past 
sbd 
sub, S 
V 

CAPITALS 
small letters 

apposition 
auxiliary 
causal subordination 
conditional clause 
continuative 
demonstrative (unless otherwise 

indicated, Jrd near Jrd) 
diminutive 
emphatic 
exclusive (person marker) 
exhortative 
future 
imperative 
inchoative 
instrumental 
lexical completion 
nominalizer 
noun phrase 
near, demonstrative of 
objective case 
oblique case 
purpose clause 
passive 
past tense marker 
prenominal suffix 
pronominal suffix 
possessive case 
quotative 
remote-past tense marker 
subordination 
subjective case 
verb 

stem gloss 
suffix gloss 

1, 2, J 
subocript 

(-) 
( =) 

1, 2, J 
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persons 

auxiliary positions 
suffixed to 

'1-07 

connects parts of gloss of 
same morpheme 

J. All statements on ~rammar and syntax in this section are 
synthesized from Boas (1911, 1947); all statements on dis
course and auxiliaries are my own unless otherwise indicated. 
4. There are a few other constructions in Kwakw'ala which 
take an auxiliary-verb "coordinate construction," ~ indir
ect object phrases and conditional phrases, but their use of 
auxiliaries has not been considered here. 
5. There are also "nominal" syntactic stems which take sub
ordinatin& suffixes, as does /~a-/, and introduce subordinate 
clausesl lye-I subjective and Ilaq-/ (related to Ila-I aux
iliary) objective. 
6. Allor nearly all. There is one subordinate clause in 
Hunt's narrative beginning with an 10-1 form, and one or two 
in "Mink and the Sun" beginning with Ik'i-I. There is also 
one beginning with/nugwa-I the verbal emphatic pronominal 
form from the /hi- paradigm. 
7. Repeated or paraphrased. 
8. Mink ha~ a speech defect. this in normal speech would 
read /Ia, 11lel, hagadzo qW1qwesdex gi~ai~ q'lgitlemil ga~en/. 
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Lillooet Local Deictics 

Jan van Eijk 

Mount Currie, B.C. 

'to~ 

1. TIle Lillooet system of local deicticsl distinguishes eight 

points of reference (see chart below). Local deictics consist of 

a deictic root plus one of four local prefixes; in the chart be

low, fonDS with the prefix l-/lli- "in, on, at" are given. Com-

moots follow. 

pivoting non-pivoting 

proximal ("here") l-c?a la-ti? 
visible 

distal ("there") l-t?u la-ta? 

proximal ("here") l-kw?a la-kwu? 
invisible 

distal ("there") l-kw?u lli-kw?a 

Fonaal aspects: the roots in the "pivoting" category have the 

shape C?V, while the non-pivoting roots have CIf? (except for 

lli-kw?a). The roots in the category ''visible'' have c or t as 

Cl , while the "invisible" roots have kw as CI' Note that the 

prefix has the shape 1- in the category ''pivoting'', and la- in 

the category ''non-pivoting''; lli-kw?a combines the characteris

tics of pivoting (root C?y) and non-pivoting (prefix li-) deic

tics . (note that l-kw?a and lli-kw?a share the same root). For 

details on affixation see 3. 

2. Semantics and use. TIle division ''visible'' vs. "invisible" 




